Moments capture a huge part of our lives. Accurate recognition of these moments is challenging due to the diverse and complex interpretation of the moments. Action recognition refers to the act of classifying the desired action/activity present in a given video. In this work, we perform experiments on Moments in Time dataset to recognize accurately activities occurring in 3 second clips. We use state of the art techniques for visual, auditory and spatio temporal localization and develop method to accurately classify the activity in the Moments in Time dataset. Our novel approach of using Visual Based Textual features and fusion techniques performs well providing an overall 89.23 % Top -5 accuracy on the 20 classes -a significant improvement over the Baseline TRN model.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling the spatial-audio-temporal dynamics for actions in videos poses multiple challenges since meaningful events may include objects, animals and natural phenomena in addition to people. Moreover, visual and auditory events may be transient or sustained, and can be symmetrical or asymmetrical. In this project, we aim to solve the problem of human concept understanding in very short videos. We attempt to solve this problem for the Moments in Time Dataset which is decribed in detail in Section 2. This dataset is unique as it contains everyday actions which may have several interpretable forms, such as 'opening' which is a vague verb that could indicate opening of a gift or opening of eyes. This makes the dataset challenging and a very interesting problem to work on.
Action Recognition is a well-explored problem with several challenges and papers on the same. Some of the popular action recognition tasks are ActivityNet Recognition (Fabian Caba Heilbron & Niebles (2015) ) challenges which contain tasks on Human Action Recognition, as well as Sports Action recognition. The problem chosen for this paper not only contains actions, but contains these actions in every interpretable form. This leads to very different approaches of solving the problem from conventional Human Action Recognition tasks.
We explored different modalities for extracting features for final classification. In the visual domain, we consider Spatial features and Spatio-Temporal features. ResNet-152 (He et al. (2016) ) has been the state-of-the-art model for performing the task of image classification. We use ResNet 152 which is an improvement over ResNet-50 as described in the paper (He et al. (2016) ). Audio contains complementary information as compared with Visual Features and there is less exploration mentioned in the Moments in Time Paper (Monfort et al.) . Hence we use better feature representation over the SoundNet features as described in (Kumar et al. (2017) ) with a modification necessary for Moments in Time dataset. In the Spatio-Temporal modality, we explore the 3D convolution based architectures. The newly proposed ResNext architecture Xie et al. (2017) compares the performance of ResNet152, ResNet101 architecture and outperforms these models. Hence, we explore the ResNext architecture with 3D convolutions in order to capture the spatio-temporal relations in the video. We discuss the limitations of this model for the moments in time dataset, and also propose a novel method of overcoming these limitations. We propose 'VisText', a method of extracting text features from a videos and also discuss its advantages/disadvantages in this report. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time text modality has been introduced into video classification task for datasets that do not contain text input. We also perform the fusion of these modalities and present the results. There is a possibility of having more than one action taking place in a three second long video and action recognition models that correctly predict one of these actions may be wrongly penalized because the ground truth does not include that action. To avoid hindrance in their performance, we employ the top-1 and top-5 accuracy measure to report classification performances.
DATASET

MOMENTS IN TIME DATASET
A collection of one million videos (802,264 training videos, 33,900 validation videos and 67,800 testing videos) each 3 seconds long with one action label per video (Monfort et al.) . The videos are pulled from 10 different sources. The videos in the collection capture visual and/or audible short events, produced by humans, animals, objects or nature. The dataset comprises of 339 different classes and the classes are chosen such that they include the most commonly used verbs in the English language, covering a wide and diverse semantic space. The two key features of the Moments in Time dataset are diversity and scale. Another feature of the Moments in Time dataset is that there are sound-dependent classes included. We evaluate our methods on Moments in Time Track -20 class dataset and then use the insights gained to perform experiments for Moments in Time Mini Track -200 classes dataset.
CHALLENGES
The dataset contains videos of not just plain actions or objects generally involved in an action (eg: balls in juggling), but the underlying concept within each action. This makes the MIT Dataset very challenging for conventional methods like extracting spatio-temporal relations to derive meaningful representations of the data. The figure below shows the video snapshots with the labels. As we can see, there is a certain 'common-sense' needed to learn from these videos.
RELATED WORK
Videos unlike images contain a wealth of information. The practicality of video have led to advancement for video recording, viewing and distribution. However, given the amount of video data available it is impossible to extract useful information manually at a large scale.Thus, there is a need for developing automatic techniques which can efficiently locate interesting parts containing information within a video stream. Being able to detect actions within a video stream provides useful information which would be otherwise difficult to manually annotate.
Traditional approaches in activity recognition deals were performed on untrimmed videos. Thus, being able to localize the action in the video stream is important. The candidate temporal or spatiotemporal regions are referred as action proposals. Action proposals don't provide information about the class of an action but provides localize regions which are most likely to contain an action as mentioned in this extensive review Kang & Wildes (2016) paper . Action proposals (or non-action shots) prevent going through an exhaustive search space and helps detect temporal or spatio-temporal locations of actions.
Paper Xiong et al. (2016) describes that the models trained on Kinetics dataset serves as a better pretrained model as compared with the ImageNet model. The incorporate temporal information using In Venugopalan et al. (2015) optical flow features between consecutive frames are used to model temporal aspects of activities depicted in the videos. It was shown by Ng et al. (2015) optical flow features capture crucial information for the task of activity classification. Venugopalan et al. (2015) use the features obtained in the fc6 layer activations in the CNN pre-trained on the UCF101 video dataset to represent the activity for the task of activity classification. Deep convolutional networks can also be employed to capture the complementary information contained in still frames and motion between frames. In order to incorporate spatial and temporal features Simonyan & Zisserman (2014) propose a two-stream ConvNet architecture and demonstrate that a ConvNet trained on multi-frame dense optical flow is able to achieve very good performance despite having limited training data. They also we show that applying multitask learning to two different action classification datasets can be used to increase the amount of training data and improve the performance on both. UCF101 dataset and Thumos dataset built from web videos have become benchmarks for video classification. Monfort et al. has video information of 3 second clips. Temporal events of 3 seconds corresponds to average duration of human working memory. Bundling 3 seconds of actions together will allow to create complex long sequence of actions such as picking up an object and carrying the object to another place can be broken into picking, carrying and such modular actions. Action refers to the motion of the human body which may or may not be cyclic.
Moments in Time Dataset
Challenge with Moments in Time Dataset task is to develop models which can understand the different transformations in a way to allow them to discriminate between different actions and still generalize the task of action recognition for longer activities.
Most of the previous methods transfer the image level object recognition representation to the video level action recognition representation. They argue that a natural approach is to learn general level of video level representation and then apply it to other video analysis applications.
BASELINE
The baseline paper (Moments in Time) Monfort et al. employs Temporal Relation Networks. (TRNMultiscale) Zhou et al. (2017) . This paper proposes a unique method combining the spatial relations with temporal relation by randomly sampling frames from the video in a sorted fashion, extracting their Spatial features from Convolutional layers. These features are then taken with 2 frame relation, 3 frame relation, 8 frame relations which are passed through an MLP. The frames are randomly sampled and in a specific order where 1,9th frame is an allowed order but not 9,1 pair in the 2 frame relation. These new relations are aggregated together using an addition operation. These features are then classified into one of the moments classes.
METHODOLOGY
We use three different modalities for the purpose of classification.
• Moments in time dataset has 3 second clips with audio files in them. We ran a quick analysis to find out the percentage of files containing the audio for the training set. We found 56% [56014 out of 100000] of the files in the training set contains the audio file with the visual feed. However, the validation set from Moments in time dataset contains 62.8% [6287 of 10000] of the files containing the audio feed which we believe will be close to the test set whose details will be released in the month of April.
LOG MEL SPECTROGRAM
We extract the log mel spectrogram feature representation since log mel spectrograms have been proven to work well over mfcc features for audio event classification tasks in general. For log mel spectrogram extraction, we use Librosa library 0.6.1 version and initially resample the audio at 44.1kHz prior to feature extraction. We use hop size as 512 with a window length of 1024 and extract 128 mel filters for the audio recording.
SOUNDNET FEATURE
SoundNet Aytar et al. (2016) uses raw waveforms to train the network by transferring discriminative knowledge from the visual recognition networks into sound networks. Their 8-layer architecture achieves 72.9 percent accuracy on the ESC-50 dataset which was the state of the art result in 2016. Moments in Time Dataset Monfort et al. shows that the auditory model quantitatively performed different as compared with the visual model suggesting that the sound has complementary information as compared with vision for recognition of action in videos. Thus, we believe that our effort in extracting this audio feature would enable to learn better representation for audio as modality over log mel spectrograms as well. We extract conv 4 and conv 5 layers for feature extraction and use it during further audio event based classification 5.1.3 WALNET ARCHITECTURE FEATURE REPRESENTATION Architecture as described in Kumar et al. (2017) ; Shah et al. (2018) improves over SoundNet audio feature representation using the architecture as described in figure 2. For the feature extraction we will use log scale mel bands as feature and convert the feature representation using successive dimension reduction and batch normalization with B1 -B5 layers and passing through fully connected layer to represent the audio file at a segment level. We assume that the label corresponding to each segment of the audio file represents the label for the entire video recording.
Architecture in Figure 2 requires the input to be of a constant length but can handle variable length audio recordings and hence we divide the data into multiple batches with appropriate sizes [determined based on the training data]. On empirical analysis of the dataset, we find that the dataset doesn't contain all video files with 3 second recordings and thus, design choices such as appending consists of 2 or 1 convolutional layers followed by max pooling. L8 represents segment level output which is further mapped by the global average pooling layer P to produce recording level output. The loss is then computed with respect to the target recording level labels.
mean as the final layer output or zero padding and other padding solutions needs to be explored for this dataset -which will have a minor impact given the duration range is 2.87 seconds to 3.05 seconds.
For WALNet based features for Moments in Time, [2] we implement the feature extraction pipeline. The blocks of layers L1 to L5 consists of two convolutional layers followed by a max pooling layer. The convolutional layers consists of batch normalization before non-linear activation function. ReLU (max(0, x)) Nair & Hinton (2010) is used in all layers from L1 to L6. 3 × 3 convolutional filters are used in all layers from L1 to L6. Stride and padding values are fixed to 1. The number of filters employed in different layers is as follows, {L1: 16, L2:32, L3:64, L4:128, L5:256, L6:512 }.
Note that L1 to L6 consists of two convolutional layers followed by max pooling. Both convolutional layers in these blocks employ same number of filters. The max pooling operation is applied over a window of size 2 × 2. Logmel inputs are treated as single channel inputs. The convolutional layers in L1 does not change the height and width of input. The max pooling operation reduces the size by a factor of 2. For example, a recording consisting of 128 logmel frames that is an input of size X ∈ R 1×128×128 , will produce and output of size 16 × 64 × 64 after L1. This design aspect applies to all layer blocks from L1 to L6 and hence 1 × 128 × 128 input will produce a 512 × 2 × 2 output after L6. L7 is a convolutional layer with 1024 filters of size 2 × 2. Once again ReLU activation is used. Stride is again fixed to 1 and no padding is used.
VISUAL FEATURES
SPATIAL FEATURES
In the base architecture, the authors experiment with finetuning a ResNet-50 architecture with three different strategies Monfort et al.. They train the network from scratch, initialised on the Places dataset and initialised on the ImageNet dataset. They sample 6 frames from the video and average the results in order to obtain the final classification scores. They conclude that the ResNet-50 architecture fine-tuned with initialisation on the ImageNet dataset produces the best results with a Top 1 Accuracy of 27.16% and a Top 5 error of 51.68%. The results are further explored in the Experiments and Results section.
With these learnings, we continue our experimentation with the DenseNet-161, ResNet-152 and the VGG Net-19 with Batch Normalisation, all of which have comparable results with ResNet-50 on the ImageNet dataset. The results are shown in table 5.2.1 . We finetune the architectures by changing the number of units in the last fully connected layer to represent the number of classes in moments (200) from the number of classes in the ImageNet dataset (1000). For testing, we pass all the frames of a video through the network and perform an average on them to obtain the final classification results. The results of these architectures are discussed in the Experiments and Results section. For the fusion techniques, we obtain the output of the bottleneck layers, just before the final fully connected layer for early fusion, and obtain the final output of the networks for late fusion. Hara et al. (2017) . ResNext is one such homogeneous, multi-branch architecture that has only a few hyperparameters to set. This introduces a new-dimension called "cardinality" in addition to the dimensions of depth and width. Xie et al. (2017) show that even under the restricted condition of maintaining complexity, increasing cardinality is is more effective than going deeper or wider to improve classification accuracy on the Imagenet-1k dataset.
The transformation functions in this architecture extends the VGG-style strategy of repeating layers of the same shape, which is helpful for isolating a few factors and extending to any large number of transformations. ResNext uses grouped convolutions. In this architecture, all the low-dimensional embeddings can be replaced by a single, wider layer. Splitting is essentially done by the grouped convolutional layer when it divides its input channels into groups. The grouped convolutional layer performs groups of convolutions whose input and output channels are 4-dimensional. The grouped convolutional layer concatenates them as the outputs of the layer. As a result, the actions in a video can be represented more effectively when compared to ResNet-152 while having fewer parameters to learn.
TEXT FEATURES
Moments In Time Dataset claims to be a dataset which has a common-sense interpretation of each activity, we need to extract some semantic features from the three-second videos. Our general hypothesis is that this sort of semantic relationship is abundant in text, which can be easily trained on a much larger (richer) dataset. Initial Hypothesis: We propose to use the word embedding of the actual ImageNet labels to represent each video from Word2Vec trained on Google News Corpus. We suspect this would be way to incorporate an outside knowledge into our system. Furthermore, we could choose to use top-k labels for the embedding and use this embedding to learn the word embedding of the class label (like opening, carrying). This network would then be trained on all the training data, to give us the textual features, which is technically an n-dimensional vector of the learned label embedding. This label embedding is our final textual feature as input to our classifier. We performed toy experiments with this data. Firstly, the ResNet50 output layer of dimension 1x1000 was extracted, where each element corresponds to the probability of an ImageNet class. The top five labels for this were taken and their actual word for the label was converted into it's word2vec representation. Upon examining the label words along with the Moments class label words, we find little correlation. After performing the classification using the five word2vec representation with respect to the moments classes, we obtain a classification accuracy of only 5%. This showed that our initial hypothesis was refuted. We suspect that since at the last layer of ResNet50 architecture, a lot of the feature representation is lost due to classification, the ImageNet labels need not be semantically coherent with the moments labels for every video. Hence, we alter our text feature generation for a better representation of the video.
Final Hypothesis: The Moments classes can be easily confused for another even by humans. We hypothesize that subtle differences in these classes like exercising and running can be captured better in a higher dimensional space than just a single number. Thus, the difference in the word2vec representation of these class labels which have been trained on a generic corpus, can provide more information which can help resolve the differences between these classes. We propose a novel way to extract text features from visual features called 'VisText' features described in detail in section 5.3.1.
VISTEXT FEATURE
Converting vectors from one modality to another has been explored in the past for various problems. The Deep Attentional Multimodal Similarity Loss in the paper Xu & Zhang (2017) used a method of converting image and text data into a similar space by passing it through a Multi-Layer perceptron. Another attempt at normalizing modality is in the paper Dong et al. (2016) , which aims at solving the problem of cross-modal inferences by using stacked linear layers in image captioning scenario. Here, the word2vec representation of the captions are passed through a trained model of multilayered perceptrons to obtain a visual representation of the text. It is trained such that the target is a ResNet50 or a ResNet152 output of the image. This leads us to our problem which aims at doing the reverse. We need to obtain the word2vec representation of the visual features that are input to our model. Figure 4 shows the high level diagram of extracting features from visual features. In this paper we follow the following architecture for training the VisText model.
• Input: Visual Feature (ResNet-50,3D ResNext-101)
• Three Layer Multi-Layer Perceptron with ReLu activations and Batch Normalization
• Loss: Huber Loss (L1 Regularised MSELoss)
• Target: 300d word2vec of class label word.
• (Eval) Output: 300d word2vec resembling This model uses an element wise Huber Loss which is given by:
where, z i is given by:
We use the word2vec representation which was trained on the Google news corpus. We obtain results for VisText features when we conduct experiments on the final classification with different visual features which is shown in Table 6 .
EVALUATION METRICS
We use the evaluation metrics as proposed on the Moments in Time dataset. The two evaluation metrics -top 1 accuracy and top 5 accuracy. Top-1 accuracy indicates the percentage of testing videos for which the top confident predicted label is correct. Top-5 accuracy indicates the percentage of the testing videos for which the ground-truth label is among the top 5 ranked predicted labels. Top-5 accuracy is appropriate for video classification as videos may contain multiple actions within them.
For each video, an algorithm will produce k labels lj, j=1,..,k. The ground truth label for the video is g. The error of the algorithm for that video would be e = min jd (l j , g) with d(x,y)=0 if x=y 1 otherwise .
The overall error score for an algorithm is the average error over all videos.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We discuss all our experiments and results in detail in the following section. Our initial discussion is based on experiments performed on individual feature representation and then later we dive into success and failure cases with extensive ablation study performed on the dataset. Further, we perform ensemble based approaches with fusion techniques and show performance improvements using all feature representation.
BASELINE PERFORMANCE -MOMENTS IN TIME
The below figure 5 represents the baseline results as obtained in the Moments in Time Dataset Monfort et al. paper. We observe that Ensemble method performs well as compared with individual features and that is justified since each modality might represent complementary information about a given activity under question. We note that the audio features -SoundNet performs about 7.6 percent which is conforming to our hypothesis since audio features will give less improvements given the number of activities present in the dataset that can be purely identified using audio features as well as the fact that roughly half the videos doesn't contain audio information. 
AUDIO FEATURES ANALYSIS
We observe that our model doesn't perform well using Log Mel Spectrogram which is expected behaviour since the performance of log mel spectrogram is not enough for audio event classification. Thus, there are other feature extraction techniques explored to enhance the information extracted using log mel spectrograms. Further, we confirm our hypothesis that SoundNet features will perform better than log mel spectrograms given their performance on ESC-50 dataset is better as well as WALNet architecture will perform best among all the audio features extracted. Since we observe WALNet features extracted performs best among the audio features, we later use this representation in our fusion tasks as explained in Section on Fusion Techniques. We extract the audio feature representation for 20 classes and view the class-wise performance using the WALNet architecture feature representation. We observe that categories like hugging and reading which are very difficult to be identified using audio feature representation don't perform as well and this conforms with our hypothesis. Further, events such as crying and welding which have specific acoustic characteristics are represented accurately and identified using audio features. Table 7 .3.1. The results are comparable to those of the ResNet-50 architecture. The accuracy of spatial features on the Moments of Time Dataset is quite low. In order to analyze the performance of these features, we analyzed the CAM activations performed on the penultimate layer of ResNet-50, the global average pooling layer, to visualize the portions and characteristics of the images the feature was trying to captureZhou et al. (2016) . A couple of success and failure cases are depicted in Figure 6 and figure 7 respectively. From these images, we can see that if there exists a strong co-relation between the object detected in the image and the corresponding class, the classification is correct. If not, the classification become unsuccessful. In image a of 6, we can see that the architecture places a strong focus on the dining table and the model classifies the class as dining. In image b of Figure 6 , focus is placed on the paper and the writing equipment and the classifier classifies it as writing. For image a of Figure 7 the focus is on the rocks below the waterfall. This could be the reason the model classifies it as a gardening class as opposed to flowing. Also, we can see in images b and c of Figure 7 that the face of the person is captured, but there are many potentially action based classes that could be associated with the same object such as crying, chewing, eating and laughing. Due to this, the model seems to misclassify in both the instances. We can also assume that the Top 5 accuracy seems fairly higher due to such instances as the true class might actually be present as the next most likely classes as they also depend on concentration of the same object.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL FEATURES
The ResNext 3D Spatio-Temporal features are primarily used in order to capture the movement of objects over temporal frames. The results for ResNext-3d are as shown in Table 7 .3.2. Using ResNext 3D gives a major improvement over using just the spatial features. Several successful examples and their comparison with spatial features are depicted in Figure 8 and a few unsuccessful examples are depicted in Figure 9 The spatial features classify image a of Figure 8 as Singing whereas the spatio-temporal features classify this as Chewing. This is probably due to the spatial features paying more attention to the presence of the microphone and the headphones whereas ResNext 3D maybe paying more attention to the chewing activity taking place in the video. Similarly, for image b in Figure 8 , the spatial features classify it as Dining, probably due to the presence of the dining table, whereas the spatio temporal features are able to capture the child crying. Here, an act of Hammering is misclassified as Juggling. This may be due to the similarity in actions between both the classes.
VISTEXT ANALYSIS
As described in Section 5.3.1, we conduct experiments on different Visual Features to generate VisText features. We observe that the Spatial features give a poor accuracy, whereas the 3D-Resnext, which is a feature that capture Spatio-Temporal relations, gives us a very good boost over the initial baseline. While training the VisText Feature generation pipeline, we need a metric to evaluate whether the model is performing well or not. Since there is no proper accuracy measure for such a kind of a feature extraction, we qualitatively assess the outcome. Firstly, for all the validation dataset, we extract the 3D-Resnext features, do a forward pass on the trained model and obtain a 300 dimensional vector. We then compute the most similar vector to this vector using gensim. This internally uses a cosine distance to calculate the nearest word to the given 300d vector. Table 7 shows some of these results when the model was trained for 35 epochs. We observe that for classes like juggling and painting the nearest word to the extracted VisText feature is predicted to be the same with very high confidence. In confusable classes like opening and closing, our model gives a slightly more confidence to the correct class which confirms our hypothesis. Thus, these features work well and can be used successfully in classification. Below are some examples that perform well by VisText, and some that do not perform well. It can be seen that in Table 8 the generated word features nearest neighbours are in fact confusing classes, and due to training a multilayer perceptron to capture these difference, we are able to obtain a higher confidence for the correct class. Thus increasing the label dimensionality from 1 to 300 greatly improves the accuracy of the classification. Actual Label Word Generated word feature Classification Probability baking welding, baking welding 0.637
As seen in Table 9 , we can observe that although this feature gives the classification as welding, baking is present in the top two. This is a confusing class since in the actual video (present in the final presentation) contains rotating metal plates.
FUSION TECHNIQUES
We know that fusion techniques help to boost the classifier accuracies as seen from prior work. Thus, we aim to use the different methods of fusion techniques available and use them with the audio feature. We use Late Fusion as well as Early fusion approach to fuse the classifier information.
Reviewing the audio features results, we hypothesized that audio features may not perform well and hence thought that our final architecture would look as below figures 10, 11 We observe that for cases of using Logistic Regression as classifier with Late Fusion performs best with ResNext + VisText + Audio features. Note: 60.1 percent is performance when we append zeros for files which doesn't contain audio. Given that around 45 percent of the files don't contain audio appending zeros to those samples during training would create a high bias. Hence, we perform another experiment which gives about 2 percent improvement to 63.84 where we use only audio files and train a classifier with 3 features and train another classifier with 2 features and then pick the best performance (max of the probability score) for each sample video file. 
FUTURE WORK
We have seen visual attention based models can also result in improved accuracy detection scores. Further, we have explored optical flow features but due to the large disk space utilization about 300Gb for 10 classes feature extraction we were unable to perform experiments using that features and we wish to extract optical flow features and then train it using the I3D architecture to observe performance improvements. It would also be interesting to explore as to how handcrafted features such as SURF performs with a temporal model like a RNN or an LSTM.
